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Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with deadly results.
In this novel Ellen Kushner and a team of writers return readers to the world of scandal and
swordplay introduced in her cult-classic novel Swordspoint. Readers familiar with the series will
find a welcome homecoming while new fans will learn what makes Riverside a place they will
want to visit again and again. Tremontaine follows Diane, Duchess Tremontaine, whose
beauty is matched only by her cunning; Rafe Fenton, a handsome young scholar with more
passion than sense; Ixkaab Balam, a tradeswoman from afar with skill for swords and secrets;
and Micah, a gentle genius whose discoveries herald revolution. Sparks fly as these four lives
intersect in a world where politics is everything, and outcasts are the tastemakers. Tread
carefully, dear reader, and keep your wit as sharp as your steel. Originally presented in serial
form by Serial Box Publishing, Tremontaine is brought to you by Ellen Kushner, Alaya Dawn
Johnson, Joel Derfner, Racheline Maltese, Paul Witcover, Tessa Gratton, and Mary Anne
Mohanraj.
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 7th episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Liz Duffy
Adams and Delia Sherman. Diane hosts a hunting party outside of the city that provides an
opportunity to manipulate her relationships as well as those of her associates. Kaab
investigates the Inspector’s background and discovers her past may pose a significant risk for
her family’s future. Micah questions the trust she’s placed in Diane. Esha wonders if the City
is changing who she is for the worse. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs,
and rivalries dance with deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her
cunning; a handsome young scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground
of swordplay and secrets; and a mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution
when games of politics begin, no one is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world
where politics is everything, and outcasts are the tastemakers.
Tentacles In The Lake When Mike finds himself drawn to the lake one night, he has no idea
what lies beneath - an ancient, enormous beast that wants to take him to the heights of
pleasure and push him further than he's ever gone before... Tentacles In The Woods Rugged,
manly John goes camping out in the woods by himself... or so he thinks. What John doesn't
realize is that in these woods, the trees have more than just eyes! The hot, heavy gay sexual
adventure that follows blows John's mind like nobody has ever done before! Turned Gay By
Tentacles Red-blooded alpha male Brad thinks he is as straight as they come. But when he
goes out fishing alone in his boat, he becomes the latest conquest of the gay tentacle monster
that lurks beneath the waves...
Swordplay and stolen kisses keep the blood pumping—and flowing—in the new installment of
Tremontaine, the online episodic series set in Ellen Kushner's beloved Riverside universe.
With Ben murdered, Tess needs a new protector . . . and Kaab, deeply infatuated, is
determined to screen all applicants at swordpoint. Micah struggles to make her numbers come
out right. And on the Hill, Diane gives Will his marching orders for the next Council meeting, on
which the fate of the Tremontaine fortune hinges – and dispatches a dangerous servant to
Riverside. This episode is brought to you by Alaya Dawn Johnson, whose numbers always
come out right.
Part 1 of the Bestselling 'Josh Devlin Gay U.S Marine Alien-Tentacles Encounter Erotica Saga'
Josh Devlin, a gay U.S Marine, is called to action when an all male alien race attacks Earth
seeking world domination, or, domination by a man who can satisfy their lust in a sex battle
foursome. As an all American hero, he puts his life on the line once again when the Major asks
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for a volunteer on this suicide mission. Muscular Josh feels he's more than a match for three
ten foot aliens with huge appendages. But will he be able to bring them off and save the Earth
and himself in this bizarre alien sex war? Warning: Contains M/M, Male on Aliens (multiple),
Anal and gripping excitement! Part 1: Independence Gay (This episode) Part 2: A Few Good
Gays Part 3: Gayship Troopers Part 4: Prometheus - Insurrection Erection Part 5: Gay Wars A New Gay Hope (To come) gay, gay erotica, gay aliens, tentacle monster, tentacle erotica,
tentacle monster erotica, sci-fi erotica, gay series, gay erotica series
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 11th episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Karen
Lord. Micah helps protect the students at Rafe’s school. Davenant unexpectedly thwarts
Diane’s plans in council. The city merchants demand justice for Florian, allowing Kaab to use
this against the Cocom. Esha gives Diane a key piece of advice, but it comes at a cost.
Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with deadly results.
A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a handsome young scholar with
more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and secrets; and a
mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution when games of politics begin, no one
is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world where politics is everything, and
outcasts are the tastemakers.
Part Four of the Bestselling Josh Devlin Gay U.S Marine Alien Encounter Erotica Series: Josh
and the other Marines are enslaved by the lusty gay Alpha and Omega aliens. Josh, having to
perform all kinds of debauchery on his alien master, plots to escape. Having found out the
aliens use for humans, Josh is shocked to the core. Trying to find a weakness in Prometheus,
Josh discovers something that could possibly used against Prometheus during their wild
copulation. But what happens to Prometheus is totally unexpected to Josh, and Josh gathers
all the soldiers under his command for one last attempt at escape... Warning: Graphic scenes
of alien sex, anal sex (human and alien), and M/m. Part 1: Independence Gay Part 2: A Few
Good Gays Part 3: Gayship Troopers Part 4: Prometheus - Insurrection Erection (This Edition)
Part 5: Gay Wars - A New Gay Hope gay, gay erotica, tentacle monster, tentacle erotica,
tentacle monster erotica, sci-fi erotica, gay series, gay erotica series
Great sex can be magical, but what if magic adds sizzle¬—or horror—to the sex? Wrestlers with
superhero powers battle for combat prowess and sexual dominance in a secret League of
Justice. A demanding demon has its horrific way with a gay couple whose wonderful day
together goes awry. The Devil’s seed oozes evil on a New York subway car. A vampire’s
seduction of a beautiful youth ends tragically. The unlikely love of two men survives the tragic
death of one. A college student experiences a nerve-wracking close encounter with dickgrabbing tentacles slithering out of his toilet. And when a man comes to visit an old school
buddy, he’s seduced by the father who has stolen his son’s soul... Arcane mystery,
supernatural seduction, sex that haunts in a manner both weird and wondrous—these stories by
Lawrence Schimel, Tom Cardamone, Gregory L. Norris, Bard, Mark Wildyr, David Holly,
Johnny Murdoc, Davem Verne, and others offer sexual thrills and perverse arousal, spooky
chills and magical orgasms. Dare to enter a sexual Otherworld.
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 4th episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Joel
Derfner. As the city celebrates, Micah witnesses as a crime. Kaab and the other Kinwiinik
leaders greet the Inspector who could change the balance of power amongst the trading
families. Diane obtains a valuable piece of information about Basil Halliday’s wife. Rafe and
Reza meet. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with
deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a handsome young
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scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and secrets;
and a mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution when games of politics begin,
no one is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world where politics is everything,
and outcasts are the tastemakers.
??????????????????,????????????????????????????
A story about young women lovers in Taiwan, their love, struggles and life as different group of
people in the society.
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 5th episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Paul
Witcover. As Kaab takes over her aunt’s role, Diane deals with the aftermath of the burglary at
Tremontaine House. Despite Davenant’s moves against her and the school, she remains
convinced she has the upper hand. Meanwhile, Esha begins to see the risks—body and soul—of
being involved with Diane. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries
dance with deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a
handsome young scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground of
swordplay and secrets; and a mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution when
games of politics begin, no one is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world
where politics is everything, and outcasts are the tastemakers.
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 13th episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by
Racheline Maltese with Joel Derfner, Tessa Gratton, and Karen Lord. Kaab discovers the truth
about Saabim’s death. A public celebration is held for Rafe’s school. Basil decides to send a
swordsman against Davenant. Micah makes a decision about her future. Diane faces the
consequences of being duchess in her own right. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition,
love affairs, and rivalries dance with deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only
by her cunning; a handsome young scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a
playground of swordplay and secrets; and a mathematical genius whose discoveries herald
revolution when games of politics begin, no one is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in
this world where politics is everything, and outcasts are the tastemakers.
Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with deadly results.
In this novel Ellen Kushner and a team of writers return readers to the world of scandal and
swordplay introduced in her cult-classic novel Swordspoint. Readers familiar with the series will
find a welcome homecoming while new fans will learn what makes Riverside a place they will
want to visit again and again. Tremontaine follows Diane, Duchess Tremontaine, whose
beauty is matched only by her cunning; Rafe Fenton, a handsome young scholar with more
passion than sense; Ixkaab Balam, a tradeswoman from afar with skill for swords and secrets;
and Micah, a gentle genius whose discoveries herald revolution. Sparks fly as these four lives
intersect in a world where politics is everything, and outcasts are the tastemakers. Tread
carefully, dear reader, and keep your wit as sharp as your steel. Originally presented in serial
form by Serial Box Publishing, Tremontaine is brought to you by Ellen Kushner, Joel Derfner,
Racheline Maltese, Paul Witcover, Tessa Gratton, and Karen Lord.
My husband asked me, "Julee, are you comfortable and enjoying yourself?"I replied, "Yes.
Both of you have taken care of me, very well. I am feeling like a queen now, between two
kings."It is the first time for me and my husband.I knew that my husband is enjoying this
scene.I wish my husband to guide it.My husband smiled knowing my wish.My husband reacted
in a very sexy voice: "You know, this is really the most exciting moment for me in my life."New
adult paranormal romance . Paranormal interracial romances . Wholesome marriage of
convenience . Holidays with the billionaire boys club . Military lesbian romance . Paranormal
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dating agency . New adult and college romance . Mountain man romance . erotika romance .
erotika anthologies . erotika alpha male . erotika alien . erotika asian . erotika animal . erotika
bundles . erotika collections . erotika comics . erotika cheating . erotika daddy . erotika daddy
innocent . erotika fantasy . erotika forced . erotika for couples . erotika humorous . erotika
ménage . erotika medical . erotika photography . erotika romance sex story explicit for adults .
erotika short stories . erotika unprotected sex . erotika unlimited . erotika virgin . lesbian
historical fiction . lesbian historical fantasy . lesbian hypnosis . lesbian historical novel . lesbian
infantilism . lesbian in the middle east . lesbian kissing . lesbian knight . lesbian love stories .
lesbian light reads . lesbian literary fiction . lesbian love addiction . lesbian lovers . lesbian
mystery . lesbian mind control . lesbian memoirs . lesbian mystery & detective women sleuths .
lesbian novels . lesbian nonfiction . lesbian nurse . lesbian new releases . lesbian novels .
lesbian older younger . lesbian on lesbian . lesbian older woman . lesbian owned wife . lesbian
paranormal . lesbian paranormal romance . lesbian punishment . lesbian pee . lesbian
paranormal fiction . lesbian romance novels . lesbian romance . lesbian science fiction and
adventure . lesbian seduction . lesbian stories . lesbian spanking . lesbian teen romance .
lesbian tentacle . lesbian transformation . lesbian thrillers crime . lesbian urban fantasy .
lesbian urban . lesbian vampire . lesbian virgin . lesbian vampire romance . lesbian voyeur .
lesbian witches . lesbian werewolf romance . lesbian westerns . lesbian western fiction .
lesbian werewolf . lesbian young adult fiction . lesbian ya . lesbian younger older . erotika
books for women . erotika books for mature adults . erotika books for men . erotika bundles .
erotika for women . erotika for men . erotika for women bundle . erotika romance books .
erotika short stories paperback . young adult . young adult books . young adult books best
sellers 2018 . young adult fiction . young adult books best sellers 2017 . unbroken young adult
adaptation . young adult award winning books . young adult audiobooks . young adult
autobiographies . young adult adventure books . young adult christian books . young adult
christian fiction . young adult classics . young adult cookbook . young adult contemporary .
young adult devotional . young adult dystopian fiction . young adult dystopian books . young
adult dystopian . young adult devotionals for women . young adult elves romance . young adult
elves . young adult fantasy books . young adult fantasy bestsellers . young adult fantasy .
young adult fantasy books for girls . young adult ghost stories . oung adult grief parent loss .
young adult grief . young adult gay . young adult history books . young adult Hispanic . young
adult history . young adult humor books . young adult issues . young adult immigration . young
adult in Spanish . young adult journal . young adult jewish . young adult literature exploration,
evaluation, and appreciation . young adult latino literature . young adult literature and culture .
young adult literature . young adult mystery books . young adult memoirs . young adult mystery
books for boys . young adult murder mystery books .
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Part 1&2 of the Josh Devlin Gay U.S Marine Alien Encounter Erotica Saga:
Independence Gay Josh Devlin, a gay U.S Marine, is asked to put his life on the
line when a superior attack force of all male aliens seek to take over the Earth,
or, find a worthy male to take three of them on at once, in a sex battle for Earths
freedom. Can Josh take their huge alien members all at once? Find out in this Scifi sex erotica story. Warning: Contains M/M gay, Male Alien (multiple), Anal sex
(human and alien) and much, much more gripping excitement! A Few Good Gays
Josh is accused of a crime in a military court that he didn't commit. Using the
trumped up charge, Major Nickles coerces Josh to have sex with the tentacled
alien the military have captured. The Major hopes Josh will be able to
telepathically receive intel during sex, as had happened before. But Josh finds
out something chilling instead. Warning: Contains M/m sex, alien sex, anal
tentacle sex, probe sex and action all the way! gay, gay erotica, tentacle monster,
tentacle erotica, tentacle monster erotica, sci-fi erotica, gay series, gay erotica
series
Part 3 of the Bestselling 'Josh Devlin Gay U.S Marine alien encounter erotica
series' In this extra long installment, Josh, retiring from the Marines after possible
alien impregnation, stays with his lover corporal Rawling in an isolated log cabin.
The pair await the possible arrival of the alien child inside Josh. But Major Nickels
arrives unexpectedly, and asks Josh to lead a crack team of gay Marines in a
surprise attack on the alien home world. Giving them the sexual training
necessary for all alien sexual encounters, Josh puts them all through their paces.
But one Marine really pulls on Josh's heart strings, confusing Josh. The unit is
ready for action, and launches, prepared for gay tentacle monsters and any other
eventuality, but something goes terribly wrong! Warning: contains M/m,
M/M/m/M, alien tentacle sex, tentacle bondage, alien probes and much more!
Part 1: Independence Gay Part 2: A Few Good Gays Part 3: Gayship Troopers
(This Episode) Part 4: Prometheus - Insurrection Erection Part 5: Gay Wars - A
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New Gay Hope gay, gay erotica, tentacle monster, tentacle erotica, tentacle
monster erotica, sci-fi erotica, gay series, gay erotica series
Tentacles In The Arctic David soon learns that the Arctic Tentacle Monster is
more than just a myth... Tentacles For The LifeguardWomanizer Brett explores
his sexuality when he is pulled under the waves by a horny tentacle monster...
Tentacles In The Suburbs Ex-con Jake is missing the hot and dirty gay sex of
prison life, until he discovers the creature living in the basement...
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering
new entry in Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 12th episode in
the third season of Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing.
This episode written by Joel Derfner. Kaab achieves an important victory for her
family. Rafe’s school comes under attack, forcing him to organize his students
against the danger. Basil discovers Aurelia’s indiscretion with Davenant. Diane
faces unwelcome consequences. Micah overhears an alarming conversation.
Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with
deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a
handsome young scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a
playground of swordplay and secrets; and a mathematical genius whose
discoveries herald revolution when games of politics begin, no one is safe. Keep
your wit as sharp as your steel in this world where politics is everything, and
outcasts are the tastemakers.
Tentacles At The Beach -When innocent hunk Matt falls asleep at the beach, he
has a tantalizing dream filled with erotic desires. But when he awakes, he finds
that he's not alone - an insatiable tentacle monster wants to use him for its
pleasure, over and over... Will Matt submit to the huge beast? Tentacles In The
Pyramids When sexy hunk Adam opens the forbidden door of the ancient
pyramid, he finds a staircase that leads down to the lair of the beasts. There he
finds a group of sexy young men intent on pleasuring the monsters! Will Adam
return to the surface, or will he give in to his secret lust, and let the beasts claim
him for their own? Tentacles On The Farm Sexy young Josh is curious when he
notices all the other farmhands keep sneaking off at night to a forbidden,
abandoned barn. One night he follows them, and discovers the men are
pleasuring a giant insatiable monster! Will Josh reveal himself and join in the gay
tentacle orgy?
Gay Tentacle Tales 3A Three Story CollectionCreateSpace
Musaicum Books presents to you this unique SF collection, designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices. Contents: Jules Verne: Journey to the Center of the Earth Twenty
Thousand Leagues under the Sea H. G. Wells: The Time Machine The War of
The Worlds Mary Shelley: Frankenstein Arthur Conan Doyle: The Lost World
Edgar Allan Poe: A Descent into the Maelstrom The Conversation of Eiros and
Charmion Mark Twain: A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court Edward
Bulwer-Lytton: The Coming Race Edwin A. Abbott: Flatland Jack London: Iron
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Heel Edward Bellamy: Looking Backward: 2000–1887 Robert Louis Stevenson:
The Strange Case of Doctor Jekyll and Mr Hyde George MacDonald: Lilith H.
Rider Haggard: King Solomon's Mines William Hope Hodgson: The Night Land
Charlotte Perkins Gilman: Herland Hugh Benson: Lord of the World David
Lindsay: A Voyage to Arcturus Abraham Merritt: The Moon Pool The Metal
Monster
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 9th episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Karen
Lord. Davenant takes drastic action when he realizes how Diane got her hands on his ledger.
Rafe considers admitting Riversiders to his school. Kaab fights her own worst impulses as the
threats surrounding her and the people she cares about multiply. Welcome to Tremontaine,
where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty
is matched only by her cunning; a handsome young scholar with more passion than sense; a
foreigner in a playground of swordplay and secrets; and a mathematical genius whose
discoveries herald revolution when games of politics begin, no one is safe. Keep your wit as
sharp as your steel in this world where politics is everything, and outcasts are the tastemakers.
Three steamy gay tales of alien abduction, tentacles, mpreg and more! For Mature Audiences
Only
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner’s classic Riverside series. This is the final episode in the second season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Ellen
Kushner. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with
deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a handsome young
scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and secrets;
and a mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution when games of politics begin,
no one is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world where politics is everything,
and outcasts are the tastemakers.
Part 2 of the Bestselling 'Josh Devlin Gay U.S Marine Alien Encounter Erotica Saga' Josh
Devlin, the gay U.S Marine that saved the world by having four-way sex with a gay alien race
in a bizarre sex battle for Earths freedom in 'Independence Gay', returns again, in this stand
alone part two story. Josh is taken to a military court and accused of a crime that he didn't
commit. Using the trumped up charge, Major Nickles coerces Josh to have sex with the
tentacled alien the military have captured. The Major hopes Josh will be able to telepathically
receive vital intel during sex, as had happened before in his previous sex battle. But Josh finds
out something altogether chilling instead. Josh bravely takes on the alpha alien of the species,
enduring tentacles that go all over and inside him, while at the same time holding his own and
giving as good as he gets. Josh is the Majors last chance at receiving answers from the alien,
but without him going all out sexually, he'll not be able to merge telepathically with the alien in
order to complete his mission. Part 1: Independence Gay Part 2: A Few Good Gays (This
Episode) Part 3: Gayship Troopers Part 4: Prometheus - Insurrection Erection Part 5: Gay
Wars - A New Gay Hope gay, gay erotica, tentacle monster, tentacle erotica, tentacle monster
erotica, sci-fi erotica, gay series, gay erotica series
Tentacles In The City Stressed-out executive Colby gets a sweet release from the creature
lurking underneath the office... Tentacles In The Locker Room Ben gets a big surprise in the
showers after soccer training... Tentacles On The Rocks Ian gets shipwrecked and thinks he is
alone, until he encounters the giant tentacle monster...
The contributors of this work include: William F. Nolan (part 1 of Ripper ), Jack Williamson
(Ghost Town), Darrell Schweitzer (The Most Beautiful Dead Woman in the World), Clark
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Ashton Smith (The Face by the River), Jack Ketchum (Returns), Fred Chappell (The Invading
Spirit), and E. Hoffmann Price (classic reprint - Satan's Daughter).
Welcome to Tremontaine, the prequel to Ellen Kushner’s beloved Riverside series that began
with Swordspoint! A duchess’s beauty matched only by her cunning; her husband’s
dangerous affair with a handsome scholar; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and
secrets; and a mathematical genius on the brink of revolution. Suddenly long-buried lies
threaten to come to light and betrayal and treachery run rampant in this story of sparkling wit
and political intrigue. Written serially by six critically acclaimed authors, Tremontaine is a tale of
intrigue, manners, treachery, and cleverness that will delight readers.
Looking for excitement, Coraline ventures through a mysterious door into a world that is
similar, yet disturbingly different from her own, where she must challenge a gruesome entity in
order to save herself, her parents, and the souls of three others.
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 3rd episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Karen
Lord. Kaab realizes Saabim was murdered, but finding the culprit will take time. A new
allegiance shifts the web of power surrounding Diane. Rafe channels his grief into setting up
his school. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with
deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a handsome young
scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and secrets;
and a mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution when games of politics begin,
no one is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world where politics is everything,
and outcasts are the tastemakers.
Tentacles For The Actor Andy moves to Hollywood and finds a tentacle monster waiting for
him on the casting couch... Tentacles In The Canyon Government pilot Rick is stranded in the
canyon, where he finds a horny tentacle monster. But did the authorities know all along, and
what will happen to mankind now? Tentacles In The Pool Bryan wins a free pool installation in
a competition, and it comes with a surprise bonus - a horny tentacle monster that lives to
pleasure him. But now his neighbors are beginning to act strangely...
Welcome to Tremontaine, the prequel to Ellen Kushner’s beloved Riverside series that began
with Swordspoint! A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; her husband’s
dangerous affair with a handsome scholar; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and
secrets; and a mathematical genius on the brink of revolution—when long-buried lies threaten to
come to light, betrayal and treachery know no bounds with stakes this high. Mind your
manners and enjoy the chocolate in a dance of sparkling wit and political intrigue. Originally
presented serially in 13 episodes by Serial Box, this omnibus collects all installments of
Tremontaine Season One into one edition.
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Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
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Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 10th episode in the second season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Joel
Derfner. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance with deadly
results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a handsome young scholar
with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and secrets; and a
mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution when games of politics begin, no one
is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world where politics is everything, and
outcasts are the tastemakers.
Swordplay, scandal, and sex—welcome to the world of Tremontaine, a glittering new entry in
Ellen Kushner's classic Riverside series. This is the 8th episode in the third season of
Tremontaine, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode written by Joel
Derfner. On Esha’s advice, Diane speaks to Lionel about the future of their relationship.
Florian attempts to have Tess killed. The debut of Rafe’s school does not go as planned; Reza
offers him advice on how to proceed. Kaab heads to the Cocom compound to investigate
Saabim’s murder. Welcome to Tremontaine, where ambition, love affairs, and rivalries dance
with deadly results. A Duchess whose beauty is matched only by her cunning; a handsome
young scholar with more passion than sense; a foreigner in a playground of swordplay and
secrets; and a mathematical genius whose discoveries herald revolution when games of
politics begin, no one is safe. Keep your wit as sharp as your steel in this world where politics
is everything, and outcasts are the tastemakers.
Sex, intrigue, and murder spice the latest installment in the stunning new prequel to Ellen
Kushner's beloved Riverside saga. Rafe’s academic troubles grow worse, but he finds comfort
in surprising places. When Micah plunges into mathematical calculations that threaten to
expose trade secrets long held close by Kaab's people, Kaab must do some quick thinking of
her own. Meanwhile, Diane seeks to involve the house Balam in her intrigues, and the river
yields up a mystery of its own. This episode is brought to you by Joel Derfner, who dials up the
heat in our play of passions.
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